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During testing, many times, problems with serial communication
could be solved when the local software was run in 32 bit

compatibility mode. I had to learn this the hard way. Realterm
4.0.0.42 only works in 32 bit mode. It does not run in 64 bit mode
without some changes. To run Realterm in 64 bit mode, I had to
make some changes to the dll's code. This is not hard, but it is a
lot of work. So to avoid that, for V4.0.0.42 you must install 32 bit

drivers and.sys files. You could try installing the 32 bit drivers (not
capture drivers) and see if that works. If not, we may need to

make some changes to the realterm.vxd file. Previously, Realterm
could not access all I2C busses. V4.0.0.42 was released to fix this.

All busses are now accessible. The I2C 1-wire / SPI bus is now
accessible I2C 2 & 3 are not accessible. This was a fairly major
change and I was not notified of this until after 4.0.0.42 was
released to the public. There have not been any open tickets

about this problem, however someone made a live CD to boot into
32 bit in Linux and that fixed it. Please be aware that 32 bit

drivers are not simply an extra I2C bus driver. The busses are
different. The new drivers and.sys files also have a new data pin
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arrangement. I have no idea what it is I need to do in order to get
realterm to run SPY mode. I sent a mail to the developer and

downloaded his latest driver. However, it only is for 32-bit and
does not have SPY mode. I purchased Realterm from a German

company called Realterm before Berkhauer released the realterm
driver. I liked his driver because he used I2C 2 and 3 and not I2C
1. So I ordered the realterm driver. When it arrived, I realized it
was a 32 bit driver, no 64 bit. So I contacted him via the contact

page on his website and offered to help him port the drivers to 64
bit. I even offered to purchase the source code from him. The

original driver worked, but not in realterm 4.0.0.42. So I offered to
help him port the drivers to 64 bit.
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if you have the earlier version of the driver download (v1.8.0.96)
but are getting the "your serial data is not being recieved

properly" error then you are probably looking at the version of the
driver you have now. if you have the earlier version of the driver,
then you are probably looking at the driver v1.97 that should be
downloaded now. however, if you want to upgrade to the latest

version of the driver, then you can download the latest version of
the driver on the downloads page above. one thing that i would

like to see improved is the handling of null messages. right now, if
the driver gets a null message, it just acts as if the driver doesn't
support null messages. this is supposed to be fixed in the version
of the driver i am using. i would like to see the ability to put the
com port at the top of the list for the capture. the driver has the
ability to put the ports at the top of the list, but it has to be done

manually. this is not an efficient way to do it as it requires a
reboot. if i can be able to just start a new capture without having

to put the port at the top of the list, then this would be very
helpful. the driver does not support null messages. if you run into
this problem, then you have to open your remote serial port in a
hex editor and remove the the null message bytes. this is a very
long process, and not something i would like to have to do, as i

like to run the serial ports through the usual methods. when using
realterm, be sure to enable the settings for "standard mode" or

"single mode." for more information, see the "properties" window.
when you use the spy mode to test your mobile, you can specify
the number of frames you want to see. if the number of frames is
less than the number of frames being transmitted, the difference

will be shown in the buffer. 5ec8ef588b
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